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SUMMARY

How enhancers interpret morphogen gradients to generate gene expression patterns is a central question in developmental biology. Recent studies have proposed that enhancers can dictate whether, when, and at what rate promoters engage in transcription, but the complexity of endogenous enhancers calls for theoretical models with too many free parameters to quantitatively dissect these regulatory strategies. To overcome this limitation, we established a minimal promoter-proximal synthetic enhancer in embryos of Drosophila melanogaster. Here, a gradient of the Dorsal activator is read by a single Dorsal DNA binding site. Using live imaging to quantify transcriptional activity, we found that a single binding site can regulate whether promoters engage in transcription in a concentration-dependent manner. By modulating the binding-site affinity, we determined that a gene’s decision to transcribe and its transcriptional onset time can be explained by a simple model where the promoter traverses multiple kinetic barriers before transcription can ensue.

INTRODUCTION

The adoption of distinct cellular identities in multicellular organisms relies on the formation of spatial gene expression domains driven, in large part, by transcriptional regulatory programs. The positional information giving rise to these mRNA patterns is typically provided by transcription factor gradients (Figure 1A) whose concentrations are interpreted by enhancer DNA sequences that, in turn, regulate transcription of developmental genes.1,2 A long-standing goal in quantitative developmental biology is to precisely predict gene expression from knowledge of the DNA regulatory sequence and morphogen concentration.3,4 Achieving this predictive understanding requires theoretical models that calculate how DNA sequence dictates the functional relation between input morphogen concentration and output transcriptional activity and calls for testing these predictions by measuring input-output functions.3 Precise genetic manipulations5,6 and powerful imaging technologies7–9 have rendered the early embryo of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Drosophila) a prime model system for quantitatively dissecting these input-output functions in development.

In recent years, several studies have reported that Drosophila enhancers can control various, potentially independent aspects of transcriptional dynamics in early embryonic development.8,9,10–17 First, for a given gene, a fraction of loci remain transcriptionally inactive throughout entire mitotic cycles in development, even when exposed to the same activator concentration as active loci (Figure 1B)—a behavior usually quantified through the fraction of active nuclei or loci. This stochastic decision for a locus to become active is a ubiquitous and potentially important regulatory feature for shaping gene-expression patterns in the embryo.8,12,17,18 However, it remains unclear whether this feature constitutes a regulatory “knob” or whether inactive loci are artifacts of experimental detection thresholds. Second, the timing of transcription onset (and cessation, which is not addressed in the present investigation) can also be controlled by input transcription-factor dynamics12,14,17–21 (Figure 1C). Finally, the rate of transcriptional initiation in active loci is under regulatory control (Figure 1D) and has been the focus of most studies to date.8,11,12,15,16 Thus, multiple regulatory strategies together realize gene-expression patterns in space and time.

Intense theoretical scrutiny14,18,19,22–27 has generated a compelling hypothesis that the regulation of transcriptional
dynamics can be separated into two stages. First, a promoter must pass through a series of kinetic barriers consisting of reactions catalyzed by transcription factors in order for loci to engage in transcription. Previous analyses of the mean and distribution of transcriptional onset times have suggested that the number of inactive promoter states can range from one to three. These reactions could be associated with, for example, the stepwise unwrapping of DNA from nucleosomes and the sequential recruitment of cofactors and elements of the general transcriptional machinery. Second, after initial promoter activation, the rate of mRNA production is proportional to the probability of finding RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) bound to the promoter and have shown to be successful in predicting mRNA production rates in bacteria. However, whether these models can be applied to the more complex context of eukaryotic transcriptional regulation—let alone to the dynamical processes of cellular decision-making in development—is still an open question.

One of the main challenges to systematically testing these models is the complexity of endogenous regulatory regions. Because endogenous enhancers contain multiple binding sites for different transcription factors, accounting for these sites and their interactions leads to a combinatorial explosion of model parameters; determining the values of these parameters from simple experiments constitutes a computational—and conceptual—challenge. To render complex transcriptional regulatory systems tractable to theory, minimal synthetic enhancers have been engineered in bacteria, eukaryotic cells, and developing organisms. In such experiments, a short, synthetic DNA sequence with only one to a few binding sites for a single transcription factor drives the expression of a reporter gene. As shown in detail in Box 1, measuring the concentration of the transcription-factor input and reporter mRNA output makes it possible to test models of transcriptional regulation and to infer molecular parameters that can be used to predict the behavior of more complex regulatory architectures.

Here, we sought to use synthetic minimal promoter-proximal enhancers to challenge our integrated model of transcriptional control using the dorsoventral patterning system in Drosophila embryos, in which a concentration gradient of the Dorsal transcription factor specifies spatial domains of transcription, as a case study. To test the integrated model of transcriptional dynamics (Figures 3A and 3B), we performed simultaneous quantitative live-cell measurements of Dorsal concentration (input) and transcription (output) driven by minimal synthetic Dorsal-dependent promoter-proximal enhancers in single nuclei. By repurposing the parS-ParB DNA labeling technology to quantify transcriptional activity independent of RNA detection, we determined that the inactive loci described by our model constitute a distinct transcriptional state under regulatory control and are not the result of detection artifacts. Further, our theoretical model predicted how, through the Dorsal-mediated catalysis of reactions prior to transcriptional onset, regulatory architecture dictates both the transcriptional onset time and the fraction of active loci. Finally, once promoters turn on, we found that our measurements are compatible with an equilibrium model. Thus, the present investigation provides quantitative evidence supporting a unified model of transcriptional regulation in eukaryotes that accounts for whether loci become transcriptionally active, when this activity ensues, and once transcription ensues, at what rate nascent RNA molecules are produced. More generally, our work demonstrates the feasibility of using minimal synthetic enhancers to engage in a dialog between theory and experiment in the context of transcriptional control in development.

RESULTS

An integrated model of transcriptional dynamics driven by a single activator binding site

To probe the transcriptional regulatory strategies of a minimal synthetic enhancer (Figure 1), we posit a theoretical model that predicts the fraction of loci that will become active, their transcriptional onset time, and RNAPII loading dynamics once
transcription ensues. Specifically, we consider a simplified case in which only one activator is present and can bind to one site only a few base pairs away from the promoter (Figure 3).

In order to explain the transcriptional onset dynamics of a locus and the probability of loci becoming active, we invoke recent experiments leading to a “kinetic barrier” model proposing that, after exiting mitosis, all promoters are in an inactive state. In this state, labeled as “OFF1” in Figure 3A, transcription is not possible. Promoters must then traverse a series of distinct inactive states (labeled “OFF2” to “OFFn” in Figure 3A) before reaching an active state in which transcription proceeds (labeled ON in Figure 3A).

The temporal evolution of the transcriptional dynamics as it traverses the states shown in Figure 3A can be simulated by computing the probability that the promoter occupies each state. Here, the transition rate between states, $k$, determines how the states probability spreads from the initial condition where the promoter is in state OFF1 to the active state as time passes (see Methods S1.1 for details).

We propose that a transcriptional activator such as Dorsal can catalyze the transition between states in an affinity-dependent manner via binding to its cognate site in the enhancer. In this model, we assume that the transition rate $k$ is much slower than transcription factor DNA binding, which has been shown to be on the order of a few seconds for transcription factors in the fly embryo,9,56 and for the mammalian homolog of Dorsal.57 As a result of this separation of timescales, we posit that Dorsal visits the enhancer multiple times before a transition between OFF states takes place such that the probability of finding Dorsal bound to the enhancer is proportional to its equilibrium occupancy. Under these conditions, the transition rate $k$ is given by

$$k = \frac{[A]}{K_d} \left( \frac{\omega_{AA}}{[A]} + \left( \frac{\omega_{AA}}{K} \right)^2 \right).$$

Figure 2. Iterative synthetic dissection of transcriptional control in development
(A) We consider an activator exponentially distributed along one of the axes of the embryo.
(B) A synthetic enhancer containing only one binding site can be described by a thermodynamic model with two parameters, the activator-DNA dissociation constant $K_d$ and the transcription rate enhancement upon activator binding $r_{AP}$, which control the position and amplitude of the gene expression boundary driven by the enhancer, respectively.
(C) Adding one binding site to the synthetic enhancer introduces only one more free parameter $\omega_{AA}$ describing activator-activator interactions and dictating the sharpness of the developmental boundary (adapted from Garcia et al.3).
Box 1. Bending nature to understand it

The inherent complexity of endogenous enhancers, with their plethora of binding sites for multiple transcription factors and protein-protein interactions, calls for complex theoretical descriptions with a multitude of free parameters. This explosion of free parameters makes it challenging to confront theoretical models against experiments. An alternative to describing the complex reality of endogenous enhancers using complex theoretical models is to first reach a predictive understanding of simpler, synthetic regulatory architectures. As our predictive understanding increases, so too can the complexity of the regulatory regions assayed in an iterative cycle that, hopefully, will culminate with the understanding of endogenous regulatory regions.

This idea of bending nature to make it simpler is illustrated in Figure 2. Consider, for example, an activator that is distributed in an exponential gradient along one of the axes of the fruit fly embryo (Figure 2A). Endogenous enhancers might contain multiple binding sites for this activator. However, a simpler synthetic enhancer bearing only one binding site for this activator could be created. As illustrated in Figure 2B, a theoretical description of the rate of mRNA production driven by this enhancer—based on thermodynamic models—would only have two free parameters: a dissociation constant for activator-DNA binding, $K_d$, and a parameter that captures the efficiency with which the activator increases transcription, $\gamma_{AP}$. As shown in the figure, each of these free parameters dictate different aspects—boundary position and height—of the transcription profile. As a result, by measuring this profile and fitting to the model, a numerical estimate of each parameter can be obtained.

With a solid understanding of the single-activator enhancer system, the next iteration in this synthetic dissection calls for the addition of a second binding site for the same activator. As shown in Figure 2C, the prediction for the mRNA production rate looks more complicated than that for its single-binding site counterpart. However, a closer examination of the expression reveals that it only contains one free parameter: the activator-activator interaction term $\omega_{AA}$, which dictates the sharpness of the boundary. As a result, by taking the parameters inferred from the previous iteration, the inference of $\omega_{AA}$ becomes much simpler.

Once a predictive understanding of this architecture with two binding sites is reached, the complexity can be further increased. Each iteration brings us closer to describing an endogenous enhancer. Of course, these regions do not exist in nature. However, we argue that there is little hope of predicting the input-output functions of endogenous enhancers if we cannot accomplish this feat in the much simpler context of the synthetic enhancers presented here.

\[
k(t) = \frac{p\text{bound}}{K_p} + \frac{p\text{bound}}{K_d},
\]

(Equation 1)

where $c$ is a rate constant, $[D](t)$ is the Dorsal concentration at time $t$, and $K_p$ is the Dorsal-DNA dissociation constant.

Because Dorsal concentration varies in time, the model cannot be solved analytically. Thus, we numerically calculated the probability of the promoter being in each state as a function of time using a particular set of model parameters (see details in Methods S1.1). As seen in Figure 3C, since individual loci must traverse a sequence of intermediate states before reaching the ON state, this model introduces a delay in activation.

This kinetic barrier model accounts for loci that never transcribe during the nuclear cycle. Specifically, the model predicts that if nuclear cycles lasted indefinitely, all promoters would eventually reach the ON state as shown in Figure 3C. However, due to the rapid mitotic cycles that characterize early embryonic development in Drosophila, this duration is limited: transcription cannot initiate during mitosis and thus is only permissible during a time window within interphase (Figure 3C, vertical dashed line). Consequently, if the time it takes a promoter to reach the ON state is longer than the duration of this window, then this promoter will not initiate transcription at all during the nuclear cycle (Figure 3C, horizontal dashed line).

The kinetic barrier model can be used to predict two of the three regulatory strategies, fraction of active loci and transcription onset times, that we aim to dissect quantitatively (Figure 1). First, the model predicts how the fraction of active loci is determined by Dorsal nuclear concentration and binding affinity (Figure 3D, left y axis). Second, this same model calculates the mean transcriptional onset time of those loci that turn on as a function of these same Dorsal parameters (Figure 3D, right y axis).

To model a locus once it is active, we follow Eck et al. and propose a simple thermodynamic model that assumes that the RNAPII loading rate, $R$, is proportional to the probability of finding RNAPII bound to the promoter $p_{\text{bound}}$, such that

\[
R = R_{\text{max}} p_{\text{bound}},
\]

(Equation 2)

where $R_{\text{max}}$ is a constant coefficient that dictates the maximum possible polymerase loading rate.

Thermodynamic models enable the calculation of $p_{\text{bound}}$ by assigning a statistical weight to each possible state in which the regulatory system can be found. In the case of a minimal promoter-proximal enhancer with one activator binding site, the enhancer-promoter DNA can be empty, occupied by Dorsal, occupied by RNAPII, or simultaneously bound by Dorsal and RNAPII (Figure 3B). The statistical weight associated with each of these terms is shown in Figure 3B. Here, $[D]/K_d$ is the statistical weight associated with finding Dorsal (with concentration $[D]$ and binding dissociation constant $K_d$) bound to the promoter alone, whereas $[P]/K_p$ is the weight of finding RNAPII (with concentration $[P]$ and binding dissociation constant $K_p$) bound to the promoter alone. Note that the weight of having both Dorsal and RNAPII bound simultaneously includes an extra glue-like cooperativity coefficient, $\omega$, that determines how strongly Dorsal recruits RNAPII to the promoter. The value of $\omega$ is constrained to be $>1$ so that higher Dorsal occupancy leads to higher RNAPII occupancy. This thermodynamic modeling approach also allows for more indirect forms of RNAPII recruitment by Dorsal such as binding mediated by cofactors. As shown in Figures S6 and S7, these more complex models make theoretical predictions that
are essentially indistinguishable from those made by the simplest case considered in Figure 3B. As a result, throughout this work, we choose to entertain only the simplest model of direct Dorsal-RNAPII recruitment.

To calculate $p_{\text{bound}}$, we divide the sum of the weights featuring a bound RNAPII molecule by the sum of all possible weights. Substituting this calculation into Equation 2 yields

$$R = R_{\text{max}} \cdot p_{\text{bound}} = R_{\text{max}} \cdot \frac{\frac{P}{K_p} + \frac{[P]}{K_p} \omega}{1 + \frac{[P]}{K_p} + \frac{[P]}{K_p} \omega},$$

(Equation 3)

which is plotted in Figure 3E. As shown in the figure, increasing $K_D$ shifts the concentration at which the RNAPII loading rate reaches half its maximum value toward higher Dorsal concentrations, but does not change the overall shape of the curve. We also note the presence of a non-zero baseline of RNAPII loading rate due to the Dorsal-independent term in the numerator of Equation 3. This baseline suggests that it could be possible for a promoter in the “ON” state to produce low, basal-level transcription in the absence of bound Dorsal.

Together, the kinetic barrier model outlined in Figure 3A and the thermodynamic model’s Equation 3 define a comprehensive quantitative framework that predicts how the fraction of active loci, the transcriptional onset time, and the RNAPII loading rate as a function of Dorsal concentration vary as model parameters such as the Dorsal dissociation constant $K_D$ are modulated (Figures 3D and 3E). These predictions constitute hypotheses.
that we experimentally tested throughout the remainder of this work.

**Establishing a minimal synthetic enhancer system to test theoretical predictions**

To test our model’s predictions, it is necessary to simultaneously measure transcription factor input and transcriptional output driven by a minimal regulatory system containing a single activator binding site. Thus, we sought to engineer and validate such a system in a developing embryo. To this end, we constructed single binding site promoter-proximal enhancers driven by the Dorsal activator, one of the best characterized transcription factors in *Drosophila* and a classic example of a morphogen.\(^{60,62}\) Dorsal is provided maternally and forms a dorsoventral gradient of nuclear localization\(^{61}\) (Figure 4A), acting as an activator by default\(^ {62,63}\) and as a repressor in the presence of nearby binding sites for corepressors.\(^ {54,65}\) Prior to activation of the zygotic genome (up to the 12th mitotic cycle), Dorsal is the only known transcription factor with a nuclear protein gradient across the dorsoventral axis.\(^ {56,67}\) Thus, the Dorsal nuclear concentration is the sole source of dorsoventral positional information for developmental enhancers at this stage in development. These features, combined, make Dorsal an ideal input transcription factor for activating a minimal synthetic reporter system.

In order to relate output transcriptional activity to the time-variant input Dorsal concentration throughout development, we measured the instantaneous Dorsal concentration in live embryos by creating a CRISPR knockin Dorsal-mVenus fusion allele based on a previous Dorsal fusion\(^ {60}\) that rescues embryonic development\(^ {68,69}\) (see Method details). Further, to increase the dynamic range of Dorsal concentration in our experiments, we combined this CRISPR allele with a Dorsal-mVenus transgene,\(^ {65}\) resulting in a line that will hereafter be referred to as 4× Dorsal flies. This fusion made it possible to quantify the concentration dynamics of the Dorsal protein input (Figures 4A and 4B) in individual nuclei (Video S1, left; materials and methods). Dorsal-mVenus nuclear fluorescence time traces quantified over nuclear cycle 12 confirmed the dynamic nature of Dorsal concentration and were quantitatively similar to previous measurements\(^ {65}\) (Figure 4B; details of Dorsal-mVenus quantification in Figures S8A and S8B). Nuclear cycle 12 nuclei in 4× Dorsal flies experience a Dorsal concentration gradient spanning several orders of magnitude, from less than 1 nM to more than 1 μM (Figure 4B; details of Dorsal-mVenus calibration in Figure S9).

To visualize the dynamics of Dorsal-dependent transcription, we built a reporter transgene containing a minimal synthetic promoter-proximal enhancer consisting of a single high affinity, consensus Dorsal binding site\(^ {70–72}\) (Figure 4C). Hereafter, we refer to this strong site enhancer as DBS_6.23 for Dorsal binding site.\(^ {70–72}\) (see Method details). To quantify the transcriptional activity of this enhancer, we used the MS2-MCP system to fluorescently label nascent RNA molecules in our reporter constructs, which appear as nuclear fluorescent puncta (hereafter “transcription spots”) in laser-scanning confocal microscopy movies\(^ {60,10}\) (Video S1, right). We performed image analysis of the MS2 movies using a custom data analysis pipeline in Matlab and Fiji\(^ {12,76}\) (see Method details).

To validate this minimal synthetic system, we determined that DBS_6.23-MS2 drives quantifiable levels of transcription and that this transcriptional activity is mainly governed by Dorsal. We compared the transcriptional activity of DBS_6.23-MS2 in embryos laid by 4× Dorsal females with the activity in embryos laid by females homozygous for the \( d^{13} \) dorsal null allele. Although transcription spots were clearly present in the 4× Dorsal background (Figure 4D, left), they were extremely rare in dorsal null embryos (Figure 4D, middle); not a single transcription spot was detected during nuclear cycle 12 in any of 4 replicates containing >60 nuclei in total. Dorsal is therefore necessary for transcriptional activity in our reporter constructs.

We next sought to determine whether the detected transcriptional activation is solely due to Dorsal interacting with the binding site we explicitly engineered into the construct or whether there are cryptic Dorsal binding sites contributing to gene expression. We generated a second reporter, DBS_4.29-MS2 in which the Dorsal binding site was strongly perturbed using known point mutations.\(^ {70}\) Transcription was rarely detectable in DBS_4.29-MS2 embryos (Figure 4D, right), with the average transcriptional activity (mean instantaneous fluorescence) per nucleus being less than 10% of the optimal DBS_6.23 enhancer at any Dorsal concentration (Figure S10). Thus, the Dorsal site placed within the synthetic enhancer is necessary for robust activation and is the main driver of its transcriptional activity.

Next, we asked whether the MS2 signal could be used as a reporter of Dorsal-dependent transcriptional activity that can be directly compared with our model predictions in terms of transcription onset time, transcription rate, and fraction of active nuclei. We collected DBS_6.23-MS2 time traces of MCP-mCherry fluorescence from transcription spots during nuclear cycle 12 along with the aforementioned three metrics of transcriptional activity (Figures 4E and 4F). First, the transcriptional onset time is defined as the time since the previous mitosis at which a transcription spot is first detected (Methods S1.4, Figure S4). Second, the maximum spot fluorescence corresponds to the 95th percentile of intensity over time, which is proportional to the transcription rate (Methods S1.2). Further, the integrated spot fluorescence corresponds to the time integral of the spot fluorescence and is directly proportional to the amount of mRNA produced by the locus\(^ {13}\) (see Method details). Finally, as previously observed in other genes in flies\(^ {8,10,17,18}\) and predicted by our model, not all nuclei exposed to similar nuclear Dorsal concentrations exhibited detectable transcription (Figure 4F). This failure of some nuclei to turn on and engage in transcription throughout the nuclear cycle is consistent with previous results from Dorsal-dependent synthetic enhancers that displayed a “salt and pepper” pattern even at peak Dorsal concentrations.\(^ {72}\) As a result, we quantified the fraction of active loci—regardless of their level of activity or temporal dynamics—by measuring the number of nuclei with observable transcription signal in at least one movie frame throughout nuclear cycle 12, divided by the total number of nuclei. Thus, we have established an experimental platform and quantitative metrics for Dorsal activity that enable us to engage in a dialog between experiment and theory.
Figure 4. Simultaneously measuring transcription factor protein input and transcriptional output

(A) Schematic of the Dorsal protein gradient in early Drosophila embryos. Dorsal protein accumulates in ventral nuclei and is progressively excluded from more dorsal nuclei. Example snapshots show Dorsal-mVenus in various positions along the dorsoventral axis.

(B) Representative time traces of nuclear Dorsal-mVenus fluorescence in various positions along the dorsoventral axis in 2x Dorsal embryos. The right y-axis shows the approximate nuclear Dorsal concentration according to the estimation described in Figure S9.

(C) Schematic of minimal synthetic promoter-proximal enhancer system containing a single binding site for Dorsal that drives transcription of a reporter tagged with MS2 loops, which are visualized through the binding of MCP-mCherry. The Dorsal binding site is placed 14 bp upstream of the even-skipped minimal promoter.

(D) Snapshots from embryos containing an optimal binding-site reporter in the presence (left) or absence (middle) of Dorsal or containing a strongly mutated Dorsal binding site (right).

(E) Examples of single-locus fluorescence time traces and quantitative metrics of transcriptional activity used throughout this work.

(F) Fluorescence of all transcription spots in individual nuclei in the field of view of one embryo as a function of time (heatmap) and their corresponding Dorsal-Venus fluorescence midway through the nuclear cycle (green bar on the left). If a transcription spot was detected within a nucleus at any point during the interphase of nuclear cycle 12, then the locus was considered active; otherwise, the locus was classified as inactive.
fluorescence at the ParB-EGFP loci in a representative Dorsal null embryo is also shown. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation across nuclei. Inset, all detected and undetected fluorescence traces obtained in the same embryo along with the mean fluorescence of all traces in a dorsal null embryo. Negative intensity values are due to spot intensities very close to the background fluorescence.

(E) Swarm plots of the maximum MCP-mCherry fluorescence over time at loci with detected (blue; n = 125 nuclei pooled from 20 embryos) and undetected MS2-mCherry transcription (gray; n = 425 nuclei pooled from 20 embryos) driven by the DBS_6.23 enhancer in wild-type Dorsal embryos. In red, all loci in a Dorsal null embryos are shown (n = 96 nuclei pooled from 6 embryos). Empty black circles correspond to the mean; bars are standard deviation. The maximum MCP-mCherry fluorescence over time is defined as the 95th percentile of values. Detected spots are significantly different from both null (ANOVA, p < 0.01) and undetected spots (ANOVA, p < 0.01).

(F) Histograms of the data shown in (E). Solid lines correspond to log-normal fits performed for ease of visualization. Inset, undetected and detected distribution fits and the area used to estimate the false-negative detection rate of 15.9% and the false-positive detection of 11.1%.

Transcriptionally active and inactive loci correspond to functionally distinct populations

To contrast to the predicted fraction of active loci with experimental observations, it is important to ensure that this fraction is the result of Dorsal action and not simply due to false negatives in our experimental setup. Transcriptionally silent loci that remain inactive throughout interphase, such as those revealed by our experiment (Figure 4F), have been observed using MS2 (and its sister mRNA labeling tool, PP7) in live-imaging experiments in flies, plants, and mammalian cells. However, so far, it has not been possible to determine whether these inactive loci correspond to a separate transcriptional state from active loci or whether they are an artifact of the fluorescence detection thresholds associated with these microscopy techniques.

To answer this question, it is necessary to quantify MS2 fluorescence at loci undetected by our image analysis pipeline and determine whether they differ from loci not exposed to activators, which do not transcribe (Figure 4D, middle). However, to date, this approach has not been feasible because most MS2 measurements have relied on the presence of an MS2 signal itself to segment transcription spots and quantify their fluorescence. We hypothesized that if undetected loci correspond to a distinct and weaker, Dorsal-independent state, then detected and undetected spots in embryos carrying wild-type Dorsal would appear as two distinct populations. In this scenario, the mCherry fluorescence of inactive loci in wild-type Dorsal embryos would be similar to that observed in Dorsal null embryos and clearly distinct from the mCherry fluorescence of active loci in the presence of Dorsal.

To quantify MS2 fluorescence independently of whether an MS2 spot was detected, we implemented the parS-ParB DNA labeling system. Here, fluorescently labeled ParB proteins bind the parS DNA sequence resulting in a fluorescence spot appearing at the locus independently of the transcriptional state of the locus (Figure 5A). We created flies with and without functional Dorsal expressing ParB2-EGFP (subsequently referred to as ParB-EGFP) and MCP-mCherry. We then crossed these flies to flies containing parS-DBS_6.23-MS2 to generate embryos that have our locus of interest labeled with ParB-EGFP colocalized with the transcriptional signal in the MCP-mCherry channel (Figures 5A and 5B; Video S2).

Guided by the spatial positions reported by ParB-EGFP, we measured the MCP-mCherry signal at all DBS_6.23 reporter loci in embryos carrying wild-type Dorsal (Figure 5C) or laid by mothers homozygous for the Dorsal null allele (Dorsal null embryos). We then classified loci from wild-type Dorsal embryos into two categories, detected and undetected, depending on whether they were identified as spots in the MCP-mCherry channel by...
Figure 6. A multi-step kinetic barrier model predicts the Dorsal-dependent fraction of active loci with constant mean transcriptional onset times

(A) Top: Dorsal positional weight matrix logo from Ivan et al.79 Bottom: sequence of the Dorsal binding sites engineered into our minimal synthetic enhancers. Bold letters, 10 bp Dorsal motif; black letters, consensus bases; colored letters, mutated bases; gray letters, sequence context.

(B) Relative affinities of Dorsal binding sites estimated from the Patser algorithm using the Dorsal position weight matrix.

(C) Overall transcriptional activity driven by the enhancers containing the binding sites in (A) measured as the total produced mRNA (fluorescence integrated over nuclear cycle 12) as a function of Dorsal concentration. Inset, mean total mRNA produced per embryo integrated across all Dorsal concentrations. Error bars, SEM over N > 3 embryos containing 3 or more nuclei belonging to that Dorsal fluorescence bin. The top x axis shows the estimated nuclear Dorsal concentration according to the calibration described in Figure S9.

(D) Data and model fits for the fraction of active loci (left y axis) and mean transcription onset time (right y axis) for each enhancer. Empty black circles, experimentally observed mean transcription onset time; filled circles, experimentally observed mean fraction of active loci. Fitted curves are represented as dashed lines (fraction of active loci) and dotted lines (mean onset times), corresponding to predictions using median parameter values from the joint posterior distribution. Shaded areas, 95% credible interval (see Table S1 for inferred parameter values). Error bars, SEM over N > 3 embryos containing 3 or more nuclei belonging to that Dorsal fluorescence bin.

(E) Nuclear cycle permissible transcriptional window.
our analysis pipeline (Figures 5B and 5C; Method details, Image and time-series analysis). As shown in the examples presented in Figure 5D, there are clear qualitative differences between MCP-mCherry fluorescence time traces corresponding to detected and undetected transcriptional spots from wild-type embryos. Thus, our analysis made it possible to quantify MS2 fluorescence in three populations: detected loci and undetected loci in wild-type embryos, and all loci in Dorsal null embryos.

To compare these populations, we computed the 95th percentile value over each locus’ MCP-mCherry fluorescence time trace (Figure 5E). The distribution of mCherry fluorescence from undetected spots in wild-type Dorsal embryos largely overlapped with that of all spots in Dorsal-null embryos (Figure 5F), consistent with these two populations corresponding to loci expressing Dorsal-independent levels of activity. Moreover, both distributions were clearly distinct from the distribution of detected spots in wild-type Dorsal embryos (Figures 5E and 5F). Thus, our results provide strong evidence that inactive loci are not artifacts of the detection limit of our imaging technique. Rather, loci can belong to one of two distinct populations: those that transcribe at a high, Dorsal-dependent level and those that are transcriptionally inactive (or active at a low, undetectable level that is comparable to that of embryos lacking Dorsal). We therefore conclude that the decision to transcribe made by each locus is an additional regulatory strategy controlled by Dorsal.

From the observations in Figures 5E and 5F, we estimated our error in classifying loci as inactive. This false-negative detection rate, corresponding to the area under the curve shaded in the inset of Figure 5F, is estimated as 15.9%. However, this false-negative rate is likely an underestimation. For example, this rate may depend on Dorsal concentration, which cannot be controlled for in this experiment. Additionally, the presence of ParB in the locus may itself affect transcriptional dynamics, impacting the false-negative rate. For these reasons, we do not attempt to correct our measurements of the fraction of active loci using this estimated false-negative rate.

**Dorsal-dependent kinetic barriers explain transcription onset dynamics and modulation of the fraction of active loci**

Having established that transcriptionally inactive promoters mostly constitute a separate population from transcriptionally active promoters (Figure 5), we sought to test whether our theoretical model (Figure 3A) can quantitatively recapitulate the fraction of active loci and their transcription onset times. Tuning transcription factor-DNA binding affinity has been a powerful tool to test models of transcriptional regulation in the past.45,78 Inspired by these previous works, we probed our model by adjusting the Dorsal-DNA interaction energy in our minimal synthetic enhancer.

We constructed a series of enhancers containing a single binding site with varying affinities for Dorsal. Building on the optimal DBS_6.23 and the mutated DBS_4.29 sites (Figure 4D, left vs. right), we created five additional enhancers of varying intermediate strengths by introducing point mutations into the consensus Dorsal binding motif to obtain a range of predicted affinities (Figures 5A and 5B; Method details, Plasmids and reporter design). As described above, we refer to these enhancers as DBS, followed by their corresponding Patser score.

For the purpose of quantifying output transcriptional activity as a function of Dorsal concentration, we assigned a single Dorsal concentration value to each enhancer corresponding to the mVenus fluorescence in the center of that nucleus at a fiducial time point halfway through each nucleus’ lifetime, approximately in the middle of nuclear cycle 12 when Dorsal levels are relatively stable (Figures S8A and S8B). We next grouped nuclei into 17 linearly spaced bins that span the dorsoventral axis based on their fiducial Dorsal fluorescence value (Figure S8B).

We assessed whether these point mutations were sufficient to generate a graded response to Dorsal and to determine the dynamic range of gene expression afforded by these enhancers. To make this possible, we integrated the total mRNA output over nuclear cycle 12 of each enhancer as a function of Dorsal concentration across all nuclei exposed to a given Dorsal concentration. The integrated mRNA output of the four weakest enhancers changed little across the dorsoventral axis (Figure 6C). However, an appreciable trend in integrated mRNA was observed for the three strongest affinities (Figure 6C). Further, plotting the total mRNA integrated across the entire dorsoventral axis of the embryo as a function of Patser score revealed that binding-site affinity (as reported by Patser score) is strongly correlated with transcriptional output in our single binding site enhancers (Figure 6C, inset). In the case of this measure, there was also a threshold affinity: enhancers containing binding sites with affinities below that of DBS_5.13 showed no substantial differences in transcriptional activity among them (Figure 6C, inset). We note that, although useful to drive qualitative insights about our synthetic constructs, the total mRNA is a quantity that is removed from the transcriptional dynamics that our models aim to predict. As a result, we do not attempt to draw quantitative insights from the analyses shown in Figure 6C.

We used these constructs to measure mean transcriptional onset time as a function of Dorsal concentration and binding affinity, one of the key magnitudes predicted by our model (Figure 3D). The measured mean onset time was relatively constant at approximately 5 min across all Dorsal concentrations and enhancer constructs (Figure 6D, white circles). This value is consistent with the measured onset times of other early embryonic genes such as the minimal hunchback promoter P2P.8,10,14

We also determined that the fraction of active loci is highly sensitive to Dorsal concentrations and Dorsal binding-site affinity (Figure 6D, filled circles). The strongest Dorsal binding sites showed a large modulation of the fraction of active loci across Dorsal concentrations, whereas the weakest drove a relatively constant and low fraction of active loci across all Dorsal concentrations (Figure 6D).
Our kinetic barrier model assumes that loci that fail to become active during the permissible transcription time window will remain inactive during the rest of the nuclear cycle (Figure 3C). As a result, to determine whether the kinetic barrier model recapitulates the observations in Figure 6D, it was necessary to assign a value to this time window. We reasoned that the end of this time window determines the time point at which new transcription spots can no longer appear, possibly due to the onset of the next round of mitosis. To estimate the time point when nearly all spots have turned on, we calculated the 95th percentile of the observed spot onset times across all affinities to be approximately 7.1 min after the previous anaphase (Figure 6E).

Using the measured time window of permissible transcription, we performed a simultaneous fit to the fraction of active loci and mean transcription onset times across all enhancers based on the kinetic barrier model from our integrated model of transcriptional dynamics driven by a single activator binding site (Figure 6D; Method details). Consistent with our model, we forced all enhancers to share the same value for the rate constant, \( c \), and only let the Dorsal dissociation constant, \( K_D \), vary for each enhancer separately. By systematically exploring models with different numbers of OFF states \( n \) (Figures S11–S13), we determined that a biochemical cascade with at least 3–4 OFF states is capable of capturing the qualitative behavior of our observations: a Dorsal concentration- and binding affinity-dependent fraction of active loci (dashed lines in Figure 6D) and a mean transcription onset time that is mostly constant across Dorsal concentrations and affinities (dotted lines in Figure 6D). Alternative functional forms for \( k \), such as modeling this transition rate as depending linearly on Dorsal concentration, instead of depending on Dorsal DNA occupancy, resulted in worse fits to the fraction of active loci at saturating concentrations of Dorsal (Methods S1.5, Figure S5). Thus, our observations can be explained by a model in which Dorsal, through DNA binding, accelerates the promoter’s transition through a sequence of kinetic barriers to a state of active transcription. We note, however, that this model demanding the sequential transition across inactive states is not the only scenario capable of recapitulating our data. For example, a model in which multiple parallel switches need to be flipped on for transcription to ensue can also lead to a similar behavior as long as their switching rate is accelerated by Dorsal binding (Figures S14 and S15).

The experimentally measured RNAPII loading rates are compatible with a thermodynamic binding model

As a next step in our theoretical dissection, we tested the performance of our theoretical model in explaining the rate of transcription after loci become active. Typically, in MS2 experiments, the loading rate is measured from the initial slope of spot fluorescence traces.\(^8,14,80\) However, due to the weak expression driven by our enhancers, it was not possible to perform this analysis with confidence (Figure S16). In lieu of directly measuring the transcription rate, we evaluated a related, more robust, and readily observable quantity: the maximum trace fluorescence (Figure 4E). A theoretical foundation for this approach can be found in Methods S1.2, where we show how we approximately relate the RNAPII loading rate predicted by the simple activator model (Equation 3) to the maximum fluorescence using a constant scaling factor, enabling direct comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental data. Examination of previously published live imaging data of transcription driven by the hunchback P2P reporter construct\(^11\) confirms that the maximum fluorescence constitutes a good proxy for the RNAPII loading rate (Figure S2).

Our measurements revealed that the maximum spot fluorescence is relatively constant across Dorsal concentration for each of our seven minimal synthetic enhancers—particularly for the weakest of them, DBS_4.80, DBS_4.23, and DBS_2.92 (Figure 7). However, the sparse and noisy nature of our data makes it challenging to draw confident conclusions from the fits, even for the stronger binding sites (i.e., DBS_6.23, DBS_5.81, and DBS_5.39). In the case of the lower affinity binding sites, the constant maximum fluorescence suggests that the Dorsal dissociation concentration in our embryos is far below the Dorsal dissociation constant \( K_D \), even after increasing the Dorsal dosage by a factor of two with respect to wild type as in our 4x Dorsal line. The effect of very low Dorsal concentrations relative to their respective \( K_D \) values can be clearly seen in Equation 3 and in Figure 3, where, for \( |D|/K_D \ll 1 \), the RNAPII loading rate, \( R \), adopts a basal level given by

\[
R = R_{\text{max}} \frac{P}{1 + \frac{P}{K_P}} \tag{Equation 4}
\]

that is independent of Dorsal concentration and binding affinity. As shown on the right y-axes in Figure 7, this basal level corresponds to \( \approx 20 \) RNAPII molecules actively transcribing the gene (\( \approx 15\% \) of the maximum number of RNAPIIs that can fit on the gene, as described in Methods S1.3, Figure S3). We note that this estimate scales linearly with the magnitude of the RNAPII elongation rate (Equation S15), which can vary by a factor of two depending on the particular experiment.\(^8,40,61\) For ease of visual comparison to the thermodynamic model predictions, we also plotted best-fit theoretical curves on top of the data using dashed curves (the insets in Figure 7 show the same plots but zoomed into the measured data and plotted on a linear scale). These fits further underscore that our data do not explore a wide dynamic range with the precision necessary to determine the magnitude of \( K_D \) for each construct and to thoroughly test the thermodynamic model.

DISCUSSION

A major obstacle to uncovering the mechanistic and quantitative underpinnings of enhancer action is the inherent complexity of endogenous regulatory sequences. Synthetic minimal enhancers are powerful alternatives to the complex experimental reality faced by modeling efforts in endogenous enhancers.\(^3,42\) (Box 1). Synthetic minimal enhancers contain binding sites for one or a handful of transcription factors, making them more amenable to theoretical dissection\(^23,24,82\) and revealing the complex interplay among activators, repressors, and pioneer factors, as well as their contribution to mRNA transcript accumulation.\(^23,24,82\) However, previous synthetic-based efforts to dissect enhancer function always involved fixed-embryo measurements, which cannot
reveal the three inherently dynamical features of transcription dictated by enhancer sequences (Figure 1).

Here, we augmented previous synthetic approaches by quantifying the real-time action of minimal enhancers with one binding site for the Dorsal activator in single cells of living, developing Drosophila embryos using the MS2 system. Contrary to theoretical speculations that single binding sites within eukaryotic genomes lack enough information to be recognized by transcription factors in the absence of other nearby binding sites, we demonstrated that Dorsal can drive expression when bound to single binding sites (Figure 4D). Additionally, we demonstrated that the fraction of active loci is a feature under regulatory control in our synthetic system (Figures 4F and 5F), confirming the important role of this regulatory strategy in shaping the expression dynamics of endogenous enhancers. Thus, although our minimal synthetic constructs resemble endogenous promoters-proximal enhancers, they likely do not capture all the complexity of long-range distal enhancers where additional regulatory steps such as DNA looping are important. As a first step toward systematically studying the role of enhancer-promoter distance, we generated reporter constructs where we progressively moved the Dorsal binding site upstream to 20 bp. These experiments showed that the binding site is fully functional 12 bp upstream of its original position (Figure S17). Thus, although our minimal enhancer system could also be used to study the effect of distal activators at short distances in future works, the fact that after moving the binding site 20 bp upstream, expression is almost completely lost suggests that our minimal regulatory sequence does not capture all the properties of endogenous distal enhancers.

It is important to note that the uncovering of a fraction of inactive loci in many reporter systems by us and others did not necessarily imply that this modulation of transcriptional engagement constitutes a biological control variable. Indeed, because live cell imaging techniques typically lack single-molecule resolution, it was unclear whether undetected loci in our study—and all previous studies—corresponded to a distinct population or were a detection artifact. By simultaneously labeling the locus with the transcription-independent reporter ParB-EGFP and nascent mRNA with MCP-mCherry (Figure 5A), we demonstrated that a significant number of loci categorized as inactive do not constitute an experimental artifact and instead correspond to a distinct transcriptional state that is comparable with that measured in the absence of Dorsal protein (Figure 5). In the future, conducting all live transcription measurements with DNA loci labeled by ParB could make it possible to confidently quantify the activity of all loci, regardless of their activity.

Our minimal synthetic constructs and our validation of a distinct population of inactive loci enabled us to test an emerging theoretical model of enhancer action in development: a kinetic barrier model of transcriptional engagement (Figure 3A). Our model deviated from previous theoretical efforts, which assumed that the transition rates between states preceding transcriptional engagement were either constant or depended linearly on activator concentration. Instead, to account for the effects of Dorsal binding affinity on transcriptional dynamics, we assumed that this rate was proportional to Dorsal occupancy at its target DNA site. Thus, although the mechanisms underlying several aspects of this model, such as the molecular identity of the various OFF states, remain unknown, this model can generate predictions for how the fraction of active loci and the transcriptional onset time are modulated by the Dorsal concentration and its binding affinity (Figures 3C–3E). Theoretical evidence such as the one presented here can guide the development of new experimental methods to directly test the hypotheses generated by these models.

We systematically challenged this model by generating a number of minimal synthetic enhancers spanning a large range of affinities for Dorsal (Figure 6A). Comparing the fraction of active loci and the transcription onset times of these enhancers revealed that the kinetic barrier model recapitulated our measurements (Figure 6D).
One interesting feature of our data is the fact that the mean transcriptional onset time is relatively constant as Dorsal concentration and binding affinity are varied. In past studies probing transcription dynamics in the Drosophila embryo, the pioneer factor Zelda was found to be largely responsible for ensuring constant mean transcription onset times and for determining the fraction of active loci. We cannot rule out the potential existence of distal or low-affinity Zelda binding sites in our constructs but believe that just like it has been recently demonstrated for the Bicoid activator, Dorsal could also have a pioneering activity. Indeed, the Dorsal homolog NF-κB has been recently shown to displace nucleosomes. To test the kinetic barrier model, it would be informative to directly perturb the temporal dynamics of nuclear Dorsal concentration to affect transcriptional engagement. For example, several optogenetics systems have been successfully deployed in the early fly embryo to inactivate transcription factors during discrete time windows. In the future, a version of one of these systems may dissect how the temporal dynamics of Dorsal concentration affect transcriptional activation. To further probe the kinetic barrier model, it would be interesting to experimentally extend the nuclear cycle duration. A key prediction of our model is that given a longer permissible time window, seemingly silent nuclei would eventually engage in transcription. However, this is currently experimentally challenging and thus remains a thought experiment. Existing approaches to extend the duration of nuclear cycles such as lowering the temperature or genetic perturbations have pleiotropic effects on transcriptional dynamics. Further, although it should be possible in principle to image our reporter in the much longer nuclear cycle, we observed extremely weak activity even for the strong DBS_6.23 at this stage. This contrasts with endogenous Dorsal targets that are driven by enhancers containing multiple Dorsal sites as well as binding sites for other transcription factors such as Twist.

Although the kinetic barrier model predicted the fraction of active loci and onset times (Figure 6D) relatively well, we were unable to use our data to conclusively test the thermodynamic model’s predictions of the rate of mRNA production (Figure 7). Such limitation stemmed in part from the fact that only a fraction of loci displays detectable transcription that can be used to quantify the mRNA production rate. In addition, for those loci with detectable transcription, the spot fluorescence signal is relatively low and highly variable. Finally, although the maximum spot fluorescence is a good proxy for the RNAPII loading rate, it is not a perfect one since =1/4 of the variance in loading rates cannot be predicted from the maximum fluorescence alone (Figure S2). As a result, our statistics were limited such that it was not possible to perform an unequivocal test of the thermodynamic model.

The apparent lack of substantial Dorsal concentration dependence observed in our measurements of RNAPII loading rate could be explained in two possible ways. First, it is possible that there is a modulation of this rate in our measurements but that this modulation is obscured by our experimental noise. Second, the Dorsal concentrations accessed by our experiment could be below the $K_D$ of our binding sites. In this scenario, a modulation in the mRNA production rate would become apparent only at Dorsal concentrations higher than those attainable by our experimental system. Although our embryos contained double the genetic dosage of Dorsal compared with wild type, perhaps 5–10 times the wild-type Dorsal concentration could be needed to exceed the $K_D$ and modulate the rate of mRNA production. To express this high Dorsal concentration, which is certain to affect normal embryonic development, genetic approaches to increase Dorsal dosage in the embryos similar to those recently applied to flatten the Bicoid gradient might be necessary.

It is important to note that despite not seeing a modulation in the rate of mRNA production, we do see a significant change in the fraction of active loci as Dorsal concentration is varied (Figure 6). This seeming contradiction could be explained through the presence of two effective dissociation constants in our model (Figure 3): one dissociation constant for the first part of the model governing the onset of transcription and a different dissociation constant for the second part of the model dictating the rate of RNAPII loading once transcription has ensued. Notably, previous works quantifying transcriptional dynamics of a minimal Bicoid-activated hunchback P2 enhancers also hinted at the existence of these two distinct dissociation constants. These dissociation constants may arise from different binding kinetics depending on the chromatin state of the promoter, represented by the ON and OFF states in our model, which in turn could be modified by a pioneering factor like Zelda or by the Dorsal activator itself. Further, this model is consistent with our surprising observation of a basal level of transcription in the presence of even extremely weak binding sites (Figure 7) despite the lack of detected transcription in the absence of Dorsal protein (Figure 4D, middle). This observation could be explained if Dorsal acted both as a pioneer-like transcription factor triggering the onset of transcription, even at low concentrations, and as an activator of the transcription rate at high concentrations.

Going forward, synthetic minimal enhancers could constitute the foundation for exploring the behavior of more complex regulatory regions. Independently inferring biophysical parameters such as Dorsal-DNA binding and dissociation constants could help constrain models of Dorsal participating in the activation of promoters with additional activators and repressors. For example, multiple Dorsal binding sites might allow for special binding configurations of both Dorsal and co-factors, enabling regulatory modes that are not possible with a single activator binding site. Although Dorsal is the sole known maternal nuclear-localized input specifying dorsoventral position in Drosophila, it rarely acts alone in endogenous enhancers. For example, the interaction of Dorsal with Twist is a classic example of positive cooperativity in development. Dorsal can also act as a repressor depending on the presence of nearby Capicua binding sites. The minimal synthetic enhancers presented here could be used as scaffolds for more complex minimal enhancers incorporating a second binding site for Twist or Capicua. Finally, this minimal system could make it possible to further test the theoretical model beyond the minimal enhancer sequence by probing the effect of modifying the sequence of the minimal basal promoter.

In conclusion, we have developed a minimal synthetic enhancer system that has shed light on fundamental assumptions about transcription in development. By engaging in a dialog between theory and experiment, we have advanced
our understanding of how kinetic processes give rise to important features of transcriptional dynamics in the embryo and made progress toward predictive understanding of how regulatory DNA sequence dictates the functional relation between input transcription factor dynamics and output transcriptional activity in development.
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## STAR METHODS

### KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental models: Organisms/strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; ParB2-EGFP; eNosx2-MCP-mCherry; +</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; Dorsal-mVenus, pNos-MCP-mCherry; pNos-MCP-mCherry, His2Av-iRFP; Dorsal-mVenus, pNos-MCP-mCherry, His2Av-iRFP</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; Dorsal-mVenus, pNos-MCP-mCherry; pNos-MCP-mCherry, His2Av-iRFP</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; dl1, pNos-MCP-mCherry; pNos-MCP-mCherry, His2Av-iRFP</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 1Dg(11); +</td>
<td>DBS_6.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 1DgS(2); +</td>
<td>DBS_5.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 1DgW(2); +</td>
<td>DBS_5.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 1DgAW(3); +</td>
<td>DBS_5.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 1DgSVW(2); +</td>
<td>DBS_4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 1DgVV(1); +</td>
<td>DBS_4.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 1DgVV(3); +</td>
<td>DBS_4.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yw; 2xIntB2-1Dg(4); +</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oligonucleotides</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' ggaacgaagcagttagttg 18.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5'tagttccagtgaatccagcatttc Ori-Seq-F1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' ccattaaaacggaaccaagaggtg OutLHA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' tctaaacttgtgtgctattttgc OutDIRHA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recombinant DNA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-1Dg-evePr-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>DBS_6.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-1DgS-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>DBS_5.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-1DgW-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>DBS_5.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-1DgAW-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>DBS_5.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-1DgSVW-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>DBS_4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-1DgVV-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>DBS_4.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-1DgVV-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>DBS_4.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pIB-4xIntB2-Neutral400-1Dg-MS2v5-LacZ-Tub3UTR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dl-mVenus-dsRed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pU6-DigRNA1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBPhi-eNosx2-pTrans-NoNLS-MCP-mCherry-tub3'UTR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCasper4-His2Av-iRFP</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCasper4-Pnos-NoNLS-MCP-mCherry-TUB3'UTR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCasper-pNos-NoNLS-ParB2-GFP-TUB3'UTR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software and algorithms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ImageJ | Schneider et al. 
[57](https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) | |
| Matlab | N/A | |
| Patser | Hertz and Stormo 
[98](#) | N/A | |
| Image analysis pipeline | Garcia et al. 
Lammers et al. 
[12](#) | https://github.com/GarciaLab/mRNADynamics | |
| Post image processing data analysis pipeline | This paper | https://github.com/GarciaLab/mRNADynamics_dorsal_synthetics/releases/tag/v1.0.0 | |
| MCMCSTAT pipeline | Haario et al. 
[20](#) | https://github.com/mjlaine/mcmcstat | |
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Hernan G. Garcia (hggarcia@berkeley.edu).

Materials availability
Plasmids and fly lines generated in this study are available upon request.

Data and code availability
- All data is available upon request.
- All code used to analyze confocal imaging files has been previously published\(^8,12\) and can be found in the Github repository listed in the key resources table.
- All original code written for this paper for post-image processing analyses has been deposited at the Github repository listed in the key resources table and is publicly available as of the date of publication.
- Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Drosophila melanogaster (see key resources table)

METHOD DETAILS

Plasmids and reporter design
To design our minimal construct (Figure 4), we placed the 10 bp consensus Dorsal binding site\(^{100}\) upstream of the even-skipped core promoter. This enhancer-promoter construct drives the expression of the MS2v5 sequence containing 24 nonrepetitive MS2 loops\(^{101}\) followed by the lacZ coding sequence and the tubulin 3'UTR.\(^8\)

In addition to the consensus Dorsal binding site (DBS_6.23), we created six enhancers of varying strength by introducing point mutations to the consensus Dorsal binding motif. Some of these binding sites were taken from known validated Dorsal motifs,\(^{100}\) while others were generated based on mutations known to decrease Dorsal binding.\(^{63,70}\) To guide the design of these binding sites, we used an already existing position weight matrix computed with the MEME algorithm\(^{79,102}\) using motifs generated by DNAse I footprinting assays\(^{103}\) and quantified the information content of each base pair using Patser.\(^{98}\)

All plasmid sequences used in this study can be accessed from a public Benchling folder. Injections were carried out by Rainbow inc. or Bestgene inc.

Transgenic flies
Reporter plasmids were injected into BDSC fly line 27388 containing a landing site in position 38F1. Transgene orientation was confirmed by PCR using primers 18.8 (ggaacgaaggcagttagttgt) and Ori-Seq-F1 (tagttccagtgaaatccaagcattttc) binding outside of the 5’ 38F1 attP site and the even-skipped promoter, respectively. All reporter lines were confirmed to be in the same orientation.

To generate the embryos used in the experiments shown in all figures except for Figure 5, we crossed 4x Dorsal or 2x Dorsal virgins to males carrying synthetic enhancers. The genotype of 4x Dorsal flies is yw;Dl-mVenus (CRISPR), MCP-mCherry; Dorsal-mVenus, MCP-mCherry, His2Av-iRFP. The genotype of 2x Dorsal flies is yw;dl[1], MCP-mCherry; Dorsal-mVenus, MCP-mCherry, His2Av-iRFP. Because there does not seem to be a difference in transcriptional activity between the CRISPR knock-in and the transgene Dorsal-mVenus alleles (Figure S18), we combined the 2x Dorsal and 4x Dorsal data for some enhancers.

MCP-mCherry and His-iRFP were described before by Liu et al.\(^80\) The Dorsal-mVenus transgene was developed by Reeves et al.\(^60\) To generate the Dorsal-Venus knock-in allele we used the CRISPR/Cas9 protocol described by Gratz et al.\(^69\) We generated a donor plasmid containing the mVenus sequence followed by a stop codon and a 3xP3-dsRed marker flanked by PiggyBac recombinase sites. This insert was flanked by two ≈ 1 kbp homology arms matching ≈ 2 kbp surrounding the Dorsal stop codon (plasmid Dl-mVenus-dsRed). The Cas9 expressing BDSC line 51324 was injected with the donor plasmid in combination with a plasmid carrying a sgRNA targeting the sequence GTTGTGAAAAAGGTATTACG located in the C-terminus of Dorsal (plasmid pU6-DlgRNA1). Survivors were crossed to yw and the progeny was screened for dsRed eye fluorescence. Several independent lines were established and tested for rescue. The insertion was confirmed by PCR using primers flanking the homology arms OutLHA (ccattaaaacggaaccaaggtgag) and OutDlRHA (tctaacaatggctcgatttttgcca). The dsRed eye marker cassette was flipped out of rescuing lines via crossing with a piggyBac recombinase line. The resulting Dorsal-mVenus locus was then resequenced using the same primers. We used the same procedure to generate Dl-mCherry knock-in fusion lines but failed to obtain fertile females.

The data shown in Figure 5 were obtained from embryos laid by yw;ParB2-eGFP, eNosx2-MCP-mCherry;+ (wild-type Dorsal mothers) or yw;ParB2-eGFP, eNosx2-MCP-mCherry, dfl[1];+ (Dorsal null mothers).
Microscopy

Fly cages were allowed to lay for 90 to 120 minutes prior to embryo collection. Embryos were then mounted on microscopy slides in Halocarbon 27 oil (Sigma-Aldrich, H8773) in between a coverslip and breathable membrane as described in Garcia et al., Bothma et al., and Garcia and Gregor. Confocal microscopy was performed on a Leica SP8 with HyD detectors and a White Light Laser. We used a 63x oil objective, and scanned bidirectionally with a scan rate of 420 Hz and a magnification of 3.4x zoom. We did not use line or frame accumulation. Time-lapse z-stacks were collected with ~10 s frame rate and 106 nm x-y pixel dimensions and 0.5 μm separation between z-slices (7 μM range, 16 slices). x-y resolution was 512x512 pixels. Pinhole was set to 1.0 Airy units at 600 nm. mVenus was excited by a 510 nm laser line calibrated to 5 μW using the 10x objective and detected in a 520-567 nm spectral window. mCherry was excited by a 585 nm laser line calibrated to 25 μW and detected in a 597-660 nm spectral window. To image His2av-iRFP, the 700 nm laser line was set to 10% and detected in a 700-799 nm spectral window. In all channels, detection was performed using the counting mode of the HyD detectors.

All movies were taken at ~50% along the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo.

ParB experiment fly crosses and microscopy

We created flies with and without functional Dorsal expressing ParB2-EGFP maternally driven by the nanos promoter and MCP-mCherry driven by two copies of a minimal nanos enhancer to label our locus DNA and nascent mRNA, respectively. In addition, we added a parS sequence followed by a 400 bp spacer (created with SiteOut) to our DBS_6.23 enhancer. We then crossed male flies containing parS-DBS_6.23-MS2 to yw; ParB2-EGFP; eNosx2-MCP-mCherry; + females to create embryos that have our locus of interest labeled with EGFP colocalized with transcriptional loci in the MCP-mCherry channel (Figures 5A and 5B).

After mounting embryos using the protocol described above in microscopy, we used the sequential scanning mode on the Leica SP8 confocal microscope to eliminate bleedthrough from eGFP into the mCherry channel, and imaged at approximately 20 s per stack, half the rate used in other imaging experiments in this study.

Image and time-series analysis

Image analysis was performed in Matlab using the custom pipeline described in Garcia et al. and Lammers et al. This pipeline is publicly available and can be found in the Github repository listed in the key resources table. Image segmentation was also aided by the Trainable Weka Segmentation plugin in FIJI. Further analysis of time-series and other data were likewise performed in Matlab. Movies for publication were made in FIJI.

Measuring Dorsal-mVenus concentration

Dorsal-mVenus concentration was calculated as in (Figure S8). As shown in the figure, we measured the average mVenus fluorescence intensity in a circle of 2 μm radius at the center of the nucleus in every z-slice of each nucleus. This results in a z-profile of fluorescence values covering the nucleus itself and the cytoplasm below and above it. The reported concentration corresponds to the value at the middle z-plane of each nucleus. To find this plane, we fit a parabola to the fluorescence z-profile. We use as the nuclear concentration the fluorescence value at the plane corresponding to the fitted parabola’s vertex (Figure S8B). We then plotted this value over time and selected a single time point for each trace corresponding to the middle of each nucleus’s observed trajectory (Figure S8B). To determine the background fluorescence in the mVenus channel we imaged flies with the same genotype as 4x Dorsal except for the Dorsal-Venus fusions. We calculated the average nuclear fluorescence in the mVenus channel across nuclear cycle 12 and subtracted this value from our Dorsal-Venus measurements.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Curve fitting and parameter inference

Curve fitting and parameter inference were performed in Matlab using the MCMCSTAT Matlab package using the DRAM Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm. For simplicity, uniform priors were assumed throughout.